It is an ancient world, awash in ancient faiths and ancient fears. The people of the world live simple lives, but these lives are often disrupted by the whims of capricious deities. When a child is born, the gods have been honored. When a crop fails, the gods have been disrespected. When the world goes to war, the gods have been called to battle.

Enter the world of Godstorm™.

Five ancient civilizations—the Greeks, the Celts, the Babylonians, the Norse, and the Egyptians—engage in a continent-spanning battle to determine whose civilization reigns supreme. And rest assured, the gods will not sit idle in this war.
A secret treasure buried in the sands of time waits for a clever adventurer to uncover its secrets.

1. You are searching for a lost artifact. It is said to be buried in the desert near an ancient temple.
2. The artifact is said to be a piece of an ancient civilization's legend.
3. You must decipher the cryptic symbols on the temple's walls to unlock its secrets.
4. Each symbol represents a different element of the legend, such as fire, water, earth, and air.
5. You must find all five elements to unlock the artifact.
6. Once you have found all the elements, you can insert them into the temple's entrance to reveal the treasure.

Good luck on your quest! The reward for finding the artifact is beyond measure.
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**Risk Godstorm™** uses the same basic strategies, rules, and tactics as Classic RISK®. If you have never played Classic RISK®, the rules are included beginning on page 12.
YOUR HOLY WAR

You are the high priest of a proud and ancient people. You must rush to control the ancient world by summoning your gods to Earth, by overrunning foreign lands, and by painting the land with the blood of your enemies.

To win, you need to master the strategies of classic conquests. You must learn to summon the proper gods at the right time and to complete the Labors that those gods demand. And do not turn your back on those warriors who die in your service, for they will continue to fight for you in the land of the dead—and some may even return to fight on earth again.

STRATEGY

Keep these 3 strategy hints in mind as you play, add armies, and fortify:

• Conquer whole continents: You will earn more armies and faith that way.
• Watch your enemies: If they are building up forces on adjacent territories, they may be planning an attack.
• Fortify borders adjacent to enemy territories for better defense if a neighbor tries to attack you.

ATLANTIS

Atlantis is a special continent in this game. Its continent bonus is 3, which is higher than the similarly sized continent Hyrkania. This is a tempting place to conquer, but it can be risky.

The miracle card called “The Sea Is Your Tomb” sinks Atlantis. If this occurs, destroy all armies on Atlantis and send them to their respective heavens, banish all gods from Atlantis, destroy any temples on Atlantis, and cover Atlantis with the special, sunken-Atlantis piece that severs all connections to Atlantis.

READYING FOR WAR

Carefully punch out the faith tokens, the Underworld gameboard, the turn order markers, the epoch marker, the reference card, the sunken-Atlantis marker, and the maelstrom marker (the thin water piece used to cover a water connection).

Remove all the soldiers and gods from their plastic bags. Remove the dice and temples from their bags.

Assemble the cardboard tray. You can store the game pieces in the tray slots after each game.

THE GAMEBOARDS

The Ancient Earth gameboard represents the ancient “flat Earth” that includes much of Europe, northern Africa, western Asia, and Atlantis. It is divided into 6 colored continents and is composed of 42 territories. A side gameboard represents the Underworld and contains 5 heavens that are color-coded to the pantheons of the gods.
The Gods and Faithful
Each of the 5 pantheons—Babylonians (blue), Celts (green), Greeks (plum), Egyptians (tan), and Norse (reddish-brown)—has 4 gods: a god of death, a goddess of magic, a god of the sky, and a god of war.
Each pantheon also has armies of faithful. The armies are composed of soldier figures, which represent 1 army, and war elephant figures, which represent 5 armies. You may trade 5 soldiers for a war elephant, or vice versa, at any time.

Setup
Place the Ancient Earth gameboard in the center of the play area, the Underworld gameboard alongside it, and the reference card next to the Underworld. Place the 5 pantheon cards above the Ancient Earth board. Put the epoch marker on the "First Epoch" space on the reference card. Remove the 2 wild cards from the territory deck and put them back in the box. (The wild cards are not used in the Risk Godstorm game; they are used only for the Classic RISK® game.) Separate the cards by their card backs so that you have a large pile of territory cards and 4 small piles of miracle cards. Shuffle each deck. Set the faith tokens to the side in a faith pool. Set out turn order markers equal to the number of players, putting any extra markers back in the box. Place the gods on their pantheon cards.

Give the armies and gods to the players based on their choice of pantheons:

- Babylonians ... blue
- Celts .......... green
- Egyptians .... tan
- Greeks ....... plum
- Norse .......... reddish-brown

3. Place Armies, Gods, and Temples
Count out armies to form your starting forces.
2 Players: count out 30 armies each
(see the Setup for 2-Player rules on page 6)
3 Players: count out 35 armies each
4 Players: count out 30 armies each
5 Players: count out 25 armies each

Deal out all of the territory cards, starting with the person who drew the first pantheon card and continuing clockwise. When all of the cards have been dealt, each player places an army from his or her starting forces in each of the territories listed on his or her cards, even if the territory contains a plague marker. Then, continuing with the next player in order, each player places armies at a time in any territories that he or she controls. All 3 armies may be placed together, or divided between territories.

1. Determine Plague Lands
At the start of the game, 4 lands will be affected by disastrous plagues. Turn over the top 4 territory cards from the territory deck. Place a plague marker on each of the territories shown (one marker is unused). Return the cards to the territory deck and reshuffle.

Any player’s armies may enter a plague land. When armies conquer and move into a plague land, the plague destroys half that player’s invading armies, rounded down. (This means a single army can hold a plague land indefinitely.) Gods that enter plague lands are automatically banished, since their worshippers lose confidence in their divine power.

2. Choose Pantheons
Each player chooses a pantheon by rolling one of the dice (reroll ties). The player with the highest total chooses a pantheon card. Then the person with the next highest roll chooses a pantheon card, and so on until all players have chosen. Each pantheon card lists its civilization, the gods that rule it, its army’s color, and its heaven.

Non-Random Setup
You may wish to set up the game by choosing which territories you occupy rather than dealing out territory cards. If so, use this rule.
Each player rolls one of the dice. The player with the highest roll places an army in any unoccupied territory (reroll ties). Armies cannot be placed in the Underworld. Continuing clockwise, players take turns placing 1 army at a time until all territories have been occupied, including plague lands. Then, continuing with the next player in order, players place armies at a time into any territories they control, until all armies are on the gameboard. From this point on, follow the normal rules for placing gods and temples.
Continue placement until every player’s armies are on the board. Reshuffle the territory deck.

Then, continuing with the next player in order, place both your god of war and a temple in a territory that you control. (They may be placed in different territories.)

4. Gain Faith Tokens
Faith is what powers the divine strength of the armies in this war. With tokens of your faith, you summon gods, obtain miracle cards, cast miracles, and bid for turn order. Each of these actions requires you to sacrifice the faith tokens you have gathered and return them to the faith pool. There are 2 denominations of faith tokens: 1-point tokens, and 5-point tokens. You may trade 5 1-point tokens for a 5-point token, or vice versa, at any time.

Each player starts with 3 1-point faith tokens.

Setup for 2 Players
You can play Risk Godstorm with only 2 players by using these special setup rules.

After the plague markers have been placed, choose a neutral pantheon card. Shuffle the territory cards and deal them, facedown, into 3 equal piles. Both you and your opponent choose a different pile. The remaining pile is neutral. Place 3 armies of the neutral pantheon’s color in each of those territories. These neutral armies will defend their territories, but cannot move or take any other special actions.

The 2 players now set up normally, using 30 armies each.

Object of the Game
Risk Godstorm lasts 5 epochs, at which time one pantheon will rule over mankind. This ascendant pantheon will be the one that best combines control of territories, continents, and the Underworld (see Winning on page 12).

Start of an Epoch
Before the start of each epoch, players sacrifice faith tokens for turn order. You will need a number of turn order markers equal to the number of players.

Take all of your faith tokens in hand. Secretly choose how many you want to reveal and place those in your other hand. You may sacrifice anything from 0 to the number of faith tokens you have.

Players reveal their sacrifices at the same time. The player who sacrifices the most faith tokens chooses one of the turn order markers, then the next player chooses, and so on. Use die rolls to break ties. All faith tokens sacrificed for turn order return to the faith pool.

1. Raise Armies and Gather Faith
At the start of your turn, raise additional armies and gather faith tokens to wage your holy war. Look at the reference card to see how many armies and faith tokens you get based on the number of territories you control. You control a territory only if at least 1 of your armies (not your gods or temples) is in it. You may save faith tokens for later turns. If you control all of the territories in one or more continents, you receive a continent bonus in armies and faith tokens. Here are the bonus amounts. (They are also listed on the Ancient Earth gameboard.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Continent Bonus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>EUROPA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GERMANIA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AFRICA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ASIA MINOR</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ATLANTIS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HYDRA</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Turn Overview
On your turn you may perform some or all of the following actions in order. The player with the “Turn Order 1” marker goes first, followed in turn order by the rest of the players.

1. Raise Armies and Gather Faith
2. Summon Gods and Build Temples
3. Obtain Miracle Cards
4. Play Miracle Cards
5. Suffer Plague
6. Invade Territories
7. Fortify a Position
8. Embark from Heaven
9. Invade the Underworld
10. End Your Turn

Place all of the armies you’ve raised in any of the territories you control. These territories must be occupied by at least 1 of your armies.

If you control a crypt in the Underworld, you may also move 1 army from that crypt space to any territory with a temple you control in the Ancient Earth, unless it is the only army in that crypt space. (See page 11 for more information on crypts and the Underworld.)

Also, for each temple you control, you get 1 additional faith token and 1 additional army. The army must be placed in the territory where the temple is located.
2. Summon Gods and Build Temples

You may now summon any gods that you do not have in play. You must sacrifice 3 faith tokens to summon each god, and that god must be placed only in a territory where you have at least 1 army. If any of your gods have been banished, you may summon them again, assuming you have the required faith tokens.

A god walking the earth is a formidable sight. They give powers to your armies and allow you to complete Labors to perform miracles. Your gods can exist only in territories where you control at least 1 army. If all of your armies are destroyed in a territory (whether through battle or by miracle cards), any gods in that territory are banished.

It is beneath a god to attack or defend against soldiers, but the gods will use their powers to help those forces in battle. However, when opposing gods meet in an invasion, there is a titanic godswar (see page 9).

Gods and Their Powers

Each god has a domain in which he or she reigns supreme. The 4 gods use their powers to defeat other gods or to help their armies during an invasion.

God of Death

The god of death is a guardian of the Underworld. It is he that brings the epic disasters like plagues and earthquakes. He gains power when his followers rule the Underworld.

Divine Power:
When the god of death attacks, opposing armies do not go to the Underworld, but are placed back with the defending player's reserve armies instead.

- Babylonians... Druaga
- Celts........ Arawn
- Egyptians.... Osiris
- Greeks........ Hades
- Norse........ Loki

Note: See Invade the Underworld on page 11 for more information on armies in the Underworld.

Goddess of Magic

The goddess of magic controls fate itself. Her powerful magical relics can change the very nature of war. She gains strength when fate conspires to favor the lucky.

Divine Power:
When the goddess of magic attacks or defends, reroll 1's.

- Babylonians... Ishtar
- Celts........ Brigid
- Egyptians.... Isis
- Greeks........ Hekate
- Norse......... Freya

God of the Sky

The god of the sky rules his pantheon and his followers on the earth. His miracles are seen when his lands are invaded. When the gods of his enemies fall, he prospers.

Divine Power:
When the god of the sky is in a godswar, roll an additional die.

- Babylonians... Marduk
- Celts........ Lugh
- Egyptians.... Ra
- Greeks........ Zeus
- Norse......... Odin

Note: See Invade Territories on page 9 for more information on godswar battles.

God of War

The god of war lives for battle. He wields a devastating power when his armies attack. He gains in potency as his followers conquer their foes.

Divine Power:
When the god of war attacks, you win ties.

- Babylonians... Gilgamesh
- Celts........ Nuada
- Egyptians.... Set
- Greeks........ Ares
- Norsemen..... Thor

Temples

Each temple you control gives you 1 faith token and 1 army during the Raise Armies and Gather Faith step. The army must be placed in the territory where the temple is located. Temples also allow you to reroll 1's on any defensive roll in an invasion. No territory may contain more than 1 temple.

You may also build additional temples in territories where you have at least 1 army. You must sacrifice 5 faith tokens to build each temple. Temples change hands when their territories change hands. There cannot be more temples on the gameboard than are provided in the game, and you cannot place temples in the Underworld.
3. Obtain Miracle Cards
Miracle cards allow you to create amazing effects that can alter the game significantly. The gods provide these miracles if they have been summoned and appeased.

There are 4 types of miracle cards; each is named for one of the gods. There are 2 ways to get each type of card:
- 1. Have that card’s god in play and sacrifice 2 faith tokens. This happens during the Obtain Miracle Cards step.
- 2. Have that card’s god in play and complete the Labor listed on the back of the miracle card. You get the miracle card as soon as the Labor is completed, except for Death cards, which are gained at the end of your turn if you control a crypt.

Each god has a Labor that he or she wants followers to perform. These Labors are noted on the back of each miracle card. If you have that god in play and perform the god’s Labor, draw the appropriate miracle card for that Labor. You may keep miracle cards as long as you want and can invoke the miracle as an instantaneous effect later in the game. A miracle happens as soon as its card is played; its effect is resolved, and then the card is discarded. An exception to this are the miraculous relics of the goddesses of magic, which are immediately played and stay in play for the rest of the game.

You may obtain no more than 4 miracle cards per turn, but the cards may be from any of the miracle decks as long as you have the corresponding god in play. Cards gained through performing Labors do not count against this total. Once a miracle deck is out of cards, no more cards of that type may be obtained in any manner.

You must obtain all of your miracle cards before looking at them. The number and type of miracle cards you have is public knowledge, though what they say is not. The types of cards are:

**Death Cards**
- Labor: Control at least one crypt at the end of your turn.
- Effects: Death cards are expensive and devastating miracles.

**Magic Cards**
- Labor: Roll at least 3 of the same number.
- Effect: Magic cards are relics that enter play immediately and stay in play for the rest of the game.

**Sky Cards**
- Labor: Defeat 1 or more gods on your turn.
- Effects: Sky cards are very fast miracles that are played on your opponents’ turns to surprise them.

**War Cards**
- Labor: Conquer 3 or more territories on your turn.
- Effect: War cards are cheap, all-purpose miracles.

Note: To conquer a territory, you must defeat at least 1 army in that territory; moving into an unoccupied territory doesn’t count toward the god of war’s Labor.

4. Play Miracle Cards
You can play as many miracle cards as you want on your turn provided you have enough faith tokens. To play a miracle card, you must sacrifice the required amount of faith tokens listed on the card and have the card’s corresponding god in play.

When you play a card, tell the other players the card’s name and its effects. Cards may be played in any order, and each is resolved before the next is played.

When a card is played and discarded, it is removed from the game. Discard piles are not reshuffled into new draw piles. Once a miracle deck is exhausted, no more of that type of card may be obtained in any manner.

If a miracle card instructs you to draw a territory card, the card is drawn from the top of that deck. The territory card is then replaced in the deck, and the deck is reshuffled. If a miracle card allows you to move armies from one territory to another, you must leave at least 1 army behind in the first territory.

It is possible that a miracle card can destroy all of the armies in a territory. If a territory becomes unoccupied, it does not give territory or continent bonuses to the player who last controlled it.

Miracle cards do not affect the Underworld spaces, unless the card specifically allows it. (See Section 9: Invade the Underworld on page 11 for more information on Underworld spaces.)

If any rules on a miracle card contradict the rules in this rulebook, use the rules on the card.

**War and Death Cards**
These cards may be played at this time if you sacrifice the required faith tokens.
Sky Cards
Sky cards are not played at this time, but are played in response to another player’s attack. When a player declares his or her attack and the number of armies and gods he or she is using, you may play 1 or more Sky cards if you sacrifice the required faith tokens.

Magic Cards
Magic cards are relics that are revealed immediately when drawn and that stay in play for the rest of the game. A Magic card never requires a sacrifice of additional faith tokens to play it beyond what is needed to obtain the card. A relic’s effects may be invoked whenever the card allows. If the goddess of magic leaves play, any relics you have in play remain in play. You get one of these cards any time you roll at least 3 of the same number on any roll of the dice, including rerolls of 1’s, if your goddess of magic is in play.

Some relics give bonus points to your overall score at the end of the game if you control a particular territory. For example, if you control Anglia and have Stonehenge in play, you get a bonus point.

5. Suffer Plague
If you have armies in plague lands, destroy half of those forces, rounded down. (So if you have 3 armies in a plague land, you would destroy 1 of them at this time.) A plague land will never destroy your last army in the territory. This plague effect happens in addition to when armies are destroyed as they invade plague territories (see Capturing Territories on page 10).

If you have any gods in a plague land, banish them now.

6. Invade Territories
Now you may decide to attack opposing territories. The object of an attack is to capture a territory and any temples in it by defeating all of the opposing armies and gods in it. If you control all of the territories in a continent at the start of your next turn, you will get additional army and faith bonuses (see the Ancient Earth gameboard for continent bonuses). Each time you attack a territory from a territory, it is considered a separate invasion, even if you have previously attacked that territory.

You may only attack a territory that is adjacent to one of your own. You must have at least 2 armies in the territory you are attacking from. (Gods are not armies, but they may be in an invading force.) You may attack as many territories as many times as you like in a turn, and in any order you desire, as long as you have at least 2 armies in that territory.

A territory is adjacent to another if it shares a border. If a water connection (a dotted black line) connects 2 territories, they share a border and can be invaded. For example, Thule or Rus may attack Varangia, and Orichtos may be attacked by Poseidon’s or Atlas, with which it shares a connection.

You cannot attack over a mountain range.

Declaring an Attack
First, announce the territory you are attacking and the territory you are attacking from. If you have 1 or more gods in your forces, declare whether you will include them in the invasion. If you include gods in your forces and your opponent has any gods in the defending territory, wage a godswar before the invasion. It is assumed that all of your gods are attacking with the invading force unless you declare that some or all of them are not attacking. When a god is attacking with, or defending against, an invading force, his or her power may be used for both godswar battles and normal battles, if applicable.

Godswar
When gods are present on both sides of an invasion, a godswar must be resolved to eliminate the gods on one side. Before any soldiers battle, each player chooses a god in the invasion, starting with the attacking player. Then each player rolls 3 dice and adds the number of armies on the god’s side in the battle to the result.

If your god of the sky is in the godswar, add an additional die to your roll. If you use another god, that god’s divine power applies as well. You may only include 1 god in each godswar, but the powers of all the gods in each force apply. (Gods may support each other in a godswar.)

If you control any altars in the Underworld, add an additional die to your roll for each altar you control.

If the defender controls a temple in the attacked territory, that player can reroll all 1’s. The defender may continue to reroll 1’s until all dice show numbers of 2 or higher.

The highest result wins the godswar battle and the god on the loser’s side is banished from the battlefield. The defender wins ties, unless the attacking force included a god of war, in which case the attacker wins. Gods do not go to the Underworld. Instead they are banished and return to their pantheon cards, but they may be summoned again on later turns.

If there are still gods remaining on both sides, the attacking player may decide to attack again. When only one side has gods left, then any normal battle between armies occurs.

If the attacking player defeats at least 1 god on his or her turn and has a god of the sky anywhere on the gameplay board, that player draws a Sky card. You cannot gain additional Sky cards for defeating more than 1 god.

If a player in a godswar rolls at least 3 of the same number (regardless of how many dice are rolled) and
has a goddess of magic anywhere on the
the board, that player draws a Magic card
and puts it into play immediately.

ATTACKING
Once any godwar battles are resolved, you may
attack by rolling the dice against the opponent
who occupies the opposing territory. First you
(the attacker), and then your opponent (the
defender), announce how many dice you’re
going to roll. You both roll at the same
time. You (the attacker) may roll 1, 2, or 3 dice, but
you must have at least 1 more army in the
invading territory than the number of dice
you roll. Your opponent (the defender) may
roll 1 or 2 dice—the latter only if he or she has
at least 2 armies in the defending territory.

If the attacking or defending player’s
armies include a goddess of magic,
he or she may reroll any ‘1’s in the
battle. That player may continue to reroll ‘1’s
until all dice show numbers of 2 or higher.

If a player with a goddess of
magic anywhere on the gameboard
rolls at least 3 of the same number
in a battle, that player draws a Magic card
and puts it in play immediately.

DECIDING A BATTLE
Compare the highest die each player
rolled. If you (the attacker) have the
higher roll, the defender loses 1 army from
the territory. But if the defender’s roll is
higher, you lose 1 army from the territory
you attacked from. If each of you rolled
more than 1 die, you each compare the 2
next-highest dice and repeat the process.

Example 1
Attacker’s Dice: Defender’s Dice
Result: Defender Loses One Unit

Example 2
Attacker’s Dice: Defender’s Dice
Result: Defender Loses One Unit and Attacker Loses One Unit

Example 3
Attacker’s Dice: Defender’s Dice
Result: Defender Loses Two Units

Example 4
Attacker’s Dice: Defender’s Dice
Result: Defender Loses One Unit

The defender wins ties. However, if
the attacking force includes a god of
war, the attacker wins ties instead.

Neither side can lose more than 2
armies on a single roll.

All lost units go directly to their civilization’s
heaven on the Underworld gameboard. The
pantheons and their heavens are:
Babylonians . Kurnugia
Celts . . . . . Avalon
Egyptians . . Duat
Greeks . . . . Elysium
Norse . . . . Valhalla

If the invading force includes
a god of death, destroyed
defenders do not go to their
heaven. They are placed back with
the defending player’s reserve armies instead.

TEMPLES IN BATTLE
If the defender controls a temple in
the attacked territory, that player can reroll all
‘1’s. The defender may continue to reroll ‘1’s
until all dice show numbers of 2 or higher.

SKY CARDS IN BATTLE
Sky cards are played as an invasion is
declared and after the invader has said how
many armies and gods will be in the invasion.
These miracles happen as soon as the card is
played. Whenever a Sky card is played, the
player sacrifices the required faith tokens (if
any), resolves that miracle’s effect, and then
removes the card from the game.

CALLING IT OFF
Sometimes you may declare an invasion
and an opponent may play a card that
makes it difficult
or impossible to
win the invasion.
Once you declare
an invasion, you
must attack at
least once before
calling it off.

CAPTURING TERRITORIES
As soon as you defeat the last army in
a territory, you capture that territory
and must occupy it immediately. To do
so, move in at least as many armies as
the number of dice you rolled in your
last battle. You must always leave 1 army
behind in the territory you attacked from.

Gods you involved in the invasion
move with your armies. A god
is involved in the invasion
if his or her power was
invoked during the battle. All
defending gods in that territory
are banished and are returned to their
pantheon card, and any temple in that
territory is now under your control.

If you invade a plague land, destroy half
of the armies you move into that territory
immediately. If you included gods in your
invasion, they are banished as well.

Each territory you control at the end of
the game counts for 1 point toward your
final score. Continent bonuses also apply.

During your turn, if you take
3 or more territories from
opposing armies and have a god
of war anywhere on the board, draw a
War card. You cannot get more than 1
War card for this Labor on your turn.

ELIMINATING A PLAYER
If during your turn you defeat another
player’s last army in the Ancient Earth,
that player is eliminated from play.
When this happens, discard the player’s
miracle cards and remove his or her
remaining armies in the Underworld
from the game. If he or she had any
temples, they become nonaligned if no
other force is in their territory.

This happens immediately, so you
may move forces into vacated spaces
in the Underworld or into territories
with unoccupied temples if that option
is available.
7. Fortify a Position
Once you have declared that you are done with invasions this turn, you may fortify a position. To fortify, move as many armies and gods as you desire from one, and only one, of your territories to another. The two territories need not share a border, but you must be able to travel from the first territory to the last in an unbroken path through land territories you control. You must leave at least 1 army behind in the first territory.

During this action, gods may move from one territory to another regardless of whether there are plague lands in between, though they cannot end their turn in a plagued territory.

8. Embark From Heaven
When your forces die, they go to your heaven on the Underworld gameboard. But they are far from out of the game. They may continue to fight in the Underworld, and a lucky few will return to life on the Ancient Earth. The pantheons and their heavens are:

- Babylonians . . . . Kurnugia
- Celts ............. Avalon
- Egyptians . . . . . Duat
- Greeks ............. Elysium
- Norse ............. Valhalla

After you have fortified a position on the Ancient Earth gameboard, you may have any of your armies embark from your heaven.

When you embark from heaven, if you do not control any spaces in the Underworld, your armies may only enter the Underworld through the spaces that contain gates (marked by a gate illustration). If all of the gate spaces are controlled by your opponents' armies, you must invade one of those spaces to enter the Underworld. If you do control one or more spaces in the Underworld, you may move any number of your armies directly from your heaven to any of the spaces you control, without using a gate. Each heaven has access to all 3 gates.

You do not move any of your armies that are controlling spaces in the Underworld at this time. Those forces may move when you invade the Underworld and attack adjacent spaces controlled by an opponent.

You also cannot attack across flame borders or attack another player's heaven.

9. Invade the Underworld
You may invade spaces in the Underworld with your armies following the same rules for invasions described under the Invade Territories action. You may also invade one or more of the gate spaces from your heaven, whether you control any spaces in the Underworld or not. Remember, as with invasions on the Ancient Earth, you must leave at least 1 army behind in each space that you occupy, except for your heaven.

When an army is defeated in the Underworld, it is removed from the Underworld. It does not reappear in a heaven. The piece is not removed from the game, but is returned to your reserve armies pile and may be raised during the Raise Armies and Gather Faith action.

SPACES IN THE UNDERWORLD
Spaces in the Underworld are not territories. They do not count for raising armies or gaining faith tokens. They do not have continent bonuses. They do not count as territories when the god of war's 3-territory bonus is determined. Gods cannot be summoned into the Underworld. Miracles and relics don't affect the Underworld, unless they specifically say so. You cannot place temples in the Underworld.

Altars
Controlling an altar allows you to roll an additional die in a godswar battle for each altar you control.

Each altar you control at the end of the game will add 1 point to your final score.

Crypts
Controlling a crypt allows you to revive an army in that space from the dead. During your Raise Armies and Gather Faith action, you may move 1 army from each crypt you control to any of your temples, unless that is your only army in the crypt space.

At the end of your turn, if you control at least 1 crypt in the Underworld and have the god of death in play, you may draw a Death card.

Each crypt you control at the end of the game will add 1 point to your final score.

10. End Your Turn
You may now collect a Death card if you have your god of death in play and control a crypt. Play now passes to the person with the next turn order marker. If all players have gone, go to End of an Epoch.
END OF AN EPOCH

Once all of the players have finished their turns, the epoch ends. Move the epoch marker to the next epoch and refer back to Start of an Epoch.

When the player with the last turn order marker has ended his or her turn and the epoch marker is on the Fifth Epoch space, the game ends.

WINNING

At the end of the Fifth Epoch, the final score for the game is calculated. Each player, in turn order, does the following:

* Add up all of the territories you control. You earn 1 point for each one.
* Add up your continent bonuses and add that to your score.
* Add 1 point to your score for each crypt or altar that you control in the Underworld.
* Add 1 point to your score for each relic with a territory bonus that you have, if you control that territory.

This is your final score. The player with the highest score wins and drives all of the other pantheons from the Earth.

IF THERE IS A TIE:

* If there is a tie, then the player with the most faith tokens wins.
* If there is still a tie, then the player with the most temples wins.
* If there is still a tie, then the player with the most gods in play wins.
* If there is still a tie, then the player with the most armies in the Ancient Earth wins.
* If there is still a tie, then the game is a tie and both players share dominance of the Ancient Earth.

RULES TO CLASSIC RISK®

The Game of Global Domination

Introduction and Strategy Hints

In this classic “Global Domination” game of military strategy, you are battling to conquer the world. To win, you must launch daring attacks, defend yourself on all fronts, and sweep across vast continents with boldness and cunning. But remember, the dangers, as well as the rewards, are high. Just when the world is within your grasp, your opponent might strike and take it all away!

Strategy

In all RISK games, keep these 3 strategy hints in mind as you play, add armies, and fortify:

1. Conquer whole continents: You will earn more armies that way.
2. Watch your enemies: If they are building up forces on adjacent territories or continents, they may be planning an attack. Beware!
3. Fortify borders adjacent to enemy territories for better defense if a neighbor decides to attack you.

Equipment

There should be 1 Ancient Earth gameboard, 5 six-sided dice (3 black attacker’s dice and 2 white defender’s dice), 44 RISK territory cards, and 5 sets of armies (each a different color).

The Gameboard

The gameboard is a map of 6 continents divided into 42 territories. Each continent is a different color and contains 4 to 12 territories.

THE ARMIES

There are 5 complete sets of armies each containing 2 denominations of army pieces: soldiers (worth 1 army) and war elephants (worth 5 armies). Start the game by placing soldiers; later in the game, you may trade in 5 soldiers for a war elephant.

The 44 RISK Cards

42 cards are marked with a territory and a picture of a skull, a blade, or a sphere. There are 2 wild cards marked with all 3 symbols, but not with a territory.

Object of the Game

Conquer the world by occupying every territory on the board, thus eliminating all of your opponents.

Setup

Unlike most games, RISK demands careful planning before you actually start to play. The Initial Army Placement sets the stage for the battles you’ll fight later on.

Before you begin, set aside the Underworld board, gods, temples, miracle cards, plague markers, turn order markers, epoch markers, the maelstrom marker, and the sunken Atlantis piece. These are used only in the Risk Godstorm game.

PRONUNCIATION GUIDE

Aegis ................. EEE*iss
Africa .................. AAF+uh*Kuh
Alemannia ............... ab+EET+uh+MAHN+yuh
Anatolia ................. ab+EET+uh+TOE+yuh
Anglia .................. ANG+lee+uh
Apulia .................. ab+EET+yuh+UL+yuh
Arawn .................. AR+ewn
Ares ...................... AHR+ee
Asia Minor ............... AY+uh+MY+uh
Assyria .................. ab+EET+uh+SER+yuh
Atlantis .................. AB+IL+uh+N+yuh
Atlas ...................... AT+uh
Avalon ....................... AV+uh+lawn
Babylon .................. BB+uh+Muhlawn
Babylonians .......... ab+EET+uh+LOAN+uh+ens
Brigida .................. BRIG+uh+duh+id (or BREED)
Caledonia ............... KAL+uh+duh+yuh
Carthage .................. KAR+uh
Celts ...................... CEL+uh
Cimmeria ................. suh+MIE+uh+er+uh
Corsica .................. KOR+uh+kickuh
Cyrenaica ................. suh+uh+NUH+yuh+uh
Dacia ...................... DAY+uh+uh+uh
Dalmatia .................. duh+MA+yuh+uh
Dracu ...................... DREN+uh+uh
Egypt ....................... EE+yipt
Egyptians ................... eET+yuh+uh
Elyssium ................. ab+EET+yuh+uh
Europa .................... yuh+ROW+uh
Escalbar .................. ed+uh+uh+uh+uh
Freya ..................... FR+uh+yuh
Gatulia .................... guh+TOO+uh+uh
Galleh ..................... GUL+uh+uh+uh+uh
Gaul ....................... GAUL
Germania ................. guh+MAHN+uh+uh
Gilgamesh ................. GILL+uh+muh+uh
Graecia .................. GREEK+uh+uh+uh
Greeks ..................... GREEK
Gungnir .................. GUN+uh+uh
Hades ..................... HA+uh+yuh
Hekate .................... HEET+uh
Helen ..................... HEET+uh+uh+uh
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Playing

On your turn, try to capture territories by defeating your opponents' armies. But be careful: winning battles will depend on careful planning, quick decisions, and bold moves. You'll have to place your forces wisely, attack at just the right time, and fortify your defenses against all enemies.

Each of your turns consists of 3 steps, in this order:

- Getting and placing new armies;
- Attacking, if you choose, by rolling the dice; and
- Fortifying your position.

Getting and Placing New Armies

At the beginning of each turn, calculate how many new armies you will add to your territories based on the following:

- The number of territories you occupy;
- The value of the continents you control;
- The value of the matched sets of territory cards you trade in; and
- The specific territory listed on a traded-in card.

Territories

At the beginning of your turn (including your first), count the number of territories you occupy, then divide the amount by 3 (ignoring any fraction). The total is the number of armies you receive. You can find this chart on the reference card.

Risk Cards

Earning Cards

At the end of any turn in which you have captured at least 1 territory, you will earn 1 (and only 1) territory card. You are trying to collect sets of 3 cards in any of the following combinations:

- 3 cards of the same design (a skull, a blade, or a sphere)
- 1 each of the 3 designs
- Any 2 designs plus a wild card

If you have collected a set of 3 territory cards, you may turn them in at the beginning of your next turn, or you may wait. But if you have 5 or 6 cards at the beginning of your turn, you must trade in at least 1 set; you may trade in a second set if you have one.

Trading Cards In for Armies

At the beginning of subsequent turns, you may trade in matched sets of cards and take additional armies based on the total number of sets anyone has traded in so far.
At the beginning of the game, this number is 4. Every time anyone trades in a set of cards, the value of the next set increases.

- The first set traded in—4 armies
- The second set traded in—6 armies
- The third set traded in—8 armies
- The fourth set traded in—10 armies
- The fifth set traded in—12 armies
- The sixth set traded in—15 armies

After the sixth set has been traded in, each additional set is worth 5 more armies. For example, if you trade in the seventh set, you get 20 armies; if you trade in the eighth, you get 25 armies, and so on. “First” and “second” set, and so on, refer to sets traded in by anyone during the game. Thus, if you trade in the third set in the game, you receive 8 armies, even if it is the first set you have traded in.

Every time a set of cards is traded in, add a number of faith tokens to those set aside so that the total is the value of the next traded-in set. (Add 2 tokens after each set until the fifth set is traded in, in which case you add 3 tokens, then 5 tokens, and so on). These tokens represent the value of the next card set turned in. Put the traded-in cards facedown at the bottom of the draw pile.

**Occupied territories**

If any of the 3 cards you trade in lists a territory you occupy, you receive 2 extra armies. You must place both of these armies onto that particular territory.

Note: On a single turn, you may receive no more than 2 extra armies beyond those you receive for the matched sets of cards you trade in, even if the cards you turn in have more than 1 territory that you own. In this case, choose which territory gets the bonus armies.

Hints: No matter how many armies you receive at the start of your turn, deploy them carefully—either to prepare for an attack or to defend against one. It is good military strategy to move your armies to the front to heavily fortify territories that border enemy territories.

**Attacking**

After placing your armies at the beginning of your turn, decide if you wish to attack at this time. The object of an attack is to capture a territory by defeating all of the opposing armies already on it. The battle is fought by a roll of the dice. Study the board for a moment. Do you want to attack?

If you choose not to attack, pass the dice to the player on your left. You may still fortify your position, if you wish (see the next page).

If you choose to attack, you must follow these rules:

- You may only attack a territory that is adjacent to one of your own or that is connected to it by a water connection (a black dotted line). For example, Thule or Rus may attack Varangia, and Oricalcos may be attacked by Poseidonis or Atlas, with which it shares a water connection.
- You must always have at least 2 armies in the territory you are attacking from.
- You may continue attacking a territory until you have eliminated all armies on it, or you may shift your attack from one territory to another, attacking each as often as you like and attacking as many territories as you like during a turn.

**DECIDING A BATTLE**

Compare the highest die each of you rolled. If yours (the attacker’s) is higher, the defender loses 1 army from the territory under attack. But if the defender’s die is higher than yours, you lose 1 army from the territory you attacked from and must put it back with your reserve armies. If each of you rolled more than 1 die, you also compare the 2 next-highest dice and repeat the process.

- In case of a tie, the defender wins.
- Neither side can ever lose more than 2 armies on a single roll.

**CAPTURING TERRITORIES**

As soon as you defeat the last opposing armies on a territory, you capture that territory and must occupy it immediately. To do so, move in at least as many armies as the number of dice you rolled in your last battle. Remember: In most cases, moving as many armies as you can to the front line is advantageous; armies left behind cannot help
you when you are attacking. Also remember: You must always leave at least 1 army behind on the territory you attacked from.

**Ending Your Attack**

You may end your attack(s) at any time. If you have captured at least 1 territory, first take the top territory card from the draw pile. (No matter how many territories you have captured on your turn, you may take only 1 card.) Your last step is to fortify your position, if you wish (see below). Finally, pass the dice.

**Eliminating Your Opponent**

If during your turn you eliminate an opponent by defeating his or her last armies on the gameboard, you win any territory cards that player has collected.

- If winning them gives you 6 or more cards, you must immediately trade in enough sets to reduce your hand to 4 or fewer cards, but once your hand is reduced to 4, 3, or 2 cards, you must stop trading them in.
- If winning them gives you fewer than 6, you must wait until the beginning of your next turn to trade in a set.

**Fortifying Your Position**

To fortify your position, move as many armies as you would like from one (only) of your territories into one (only) of your adjacent territories. In moving your armies from one territory to another, you must leave at least 1 army behind.

**Winning**

The winner is the first player to eliminate every opponent by capturing all 42 territories on the board.

**Classic RISK® 2-Player Rules**

Read the complete Classic RISK® “Global Domination” rules first.

This version is played like the Classic RISK® game with one important exception: Along with your armies and those of your opponent, there are also “neutral” armies on the board acting as buffers between you and your opponent. This feature gives the 2-player version much of the same strategic flavor as the regular RISK game.

**Object of the Game**

Same as in Classic RISK® “Global Domination” play.

**Equipment**

Same as in Classic RISK® “Global Domination” play.

**Setup**

**Initial Army Placement**

- You and your opponent each select a complete set of armies. Then either of you selects a third set to be “neutral.” Take 30 armies from each of the 3 sets and claim territories in the following manner:
  - Remove the 2 wild cards from the territory card deck.
  - Shuffle the territory cards thoroughly and deal them, facedown, into 3 equal piles. Both you and your opponent choose a different pile. The remaining pile is neutral.
  - Place 1 army onto each of the 14 territories listed on the territory cards in your pile. Your opponent does the same. Then place 1 neutral army onto each of the remaining 14 neutral territories.

- After every territory on the board has been claimed, you and your opponent take turns placing your remaining armies: Place 2 armies onto any 1 or 2 of the territories you occupy. Then place 1 neutral army onto any neutral territory you want, placing it to block your opponent’s possible advance.

**To Complete Game Setup**

After all of the armies have been placed on the board, return the 2 wild cards to the territory deck, shuffle the deck, and start to play.

**Attacking**

On your turn, you may attack any territory adjacent to one of your own. Whenever you attack a neutral territory, your opponent rolls to defend that territory. Neutral armies cannot attack and never receive reinforcements during the game.

**Reinforcements**

If you run out of reinforcements in your original army’s color, you may fortify your position using armies of a color not already being used in the game.

**Winning**

To win, be the first to eliminate your opponent by capturing all of his or her territories. You do not have to eliminate the neutral armies. Don’t worry if all of the neutral armies are eliminated before the end of the game. Play continues until one player defeats the other.